I. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of times and the advent of encryption algorithm the information related to the algorithms used for encryption of the secret documents was also kept secret. However, in the year 2003 NSA declared AES, a public Domain Encryption, to be suitable for being used for encryption of Classified documents & information. This was a major shift in the way encryption algorithm were looked upon by the world, as the effectiveness of any algorithm cannot be tested by keeping it secret, on the other hand the public domain encryption is available to all for continuous, rigorous and high level of Cryptanalysis. Thus, the advancement or development in the algorithm is known to users and hackers alike, which test the real metal of the algorithm.
If the adversary is at par for a normal consumer application it poses no real danger, however when we change the scenario and the application to a snsitive application for communication things change drastically. We cannot afford to have our enemies identifying vulnerabilities in the algorithm and using them to hack the communication channels. If we have applied vulnerability found then there would be periods of low confidence which would be sustained till the time a different algorithm is applied. Thus it becomes quintessential that the people using or providing the communication equipments are ahead in the cryptanalysis. This paper aims to facilitate the same process. We would discuss the previous and present research efforts in the AES Cryptanalysis domain in Sec II of the paper. The section is sub-divided into 5 sections. Subsection 1 deals with preexistent attacks on AES which were catered to by its design. Subsection 2 deliberates on the Algebric Attack and its developments. No 3 talks about SAT solver's progress and hybrid-attack. In the 4th we discuss the Development of side channel cryptanalysis. In the last subsection we discuss the peculiar attack on AES and its related-key vulnerability. Now since AES is deployed in the application apart from encryption of traffic (e.g. Hash(#) Function), it becomes more critical.. Sec III discusses suitability of AES for the national security application. An assessment of the duration in which AES can be effectively used in the National Security Applications in done in this section. Sec IV concludes the paper.
II. PRESENT RESEARCH EFFORTS

A. Pre-Existing Attack
The linear relationship between the input & output of a function block are examined by Linear Cryptanalysis [1] . In cases of block ciphers, linear combination of plaintext pattern & linear combination of cipher-text pattern are equated with linear combination of key bit. The aim is to find relationships that are effective either considerably more-or-less 50 percent of the times. This results in making a "biased" approximation that is in turn useful for determining key bits. A "biased" linear approximation for the algorithm is identified first for the linear attack. plaintext pattern are then applied to retrieve the resultant ciphertext pattern which are combined in a linear fashion (mod-2-sense) as per approximation. This results in a combination of linear key bit. Values of some key bits are guessed through ample number of trials. The attacks are made more successful and accurate by more trial, Comprehensive enumeration is done to discover the rest of the key bits.
Relationship difference between the input & output of the function blocks are exploited by the differential cryptanalysis [2] . For an algorithm with encryption, plaintext pattern that have fixed difference are inspected. The aim is to find out "characteristic". The Characteristic are explicit difference in pair of plaintext pattern that have high likelihood of producing specific difference in the ciphertext pair, for any given key. Pair of plaintexts with fixed difference are applied for differential attack, then difference in the ciphertexts pair are observed and finally probability to various candidate subkey is assigned. The probability is assigned on basis of knowledge of the characteristic of the algorithm by the cryptanalyst. The correct key is obtained by ample number of trials.
At [3] [4] that boomerang attack on 5 & 6 round of AES is much quicker as compared to the comprehensive key search and he also claimed that it was two times faster than the Square attack which was developed by the originators of AES. The latest work on the boomerang attack on AES was the related-key attack in [49] discussed in sec 3.
Differential cryptanalysis are generalized into truncated differential where partially assessed differential [5] . The partial differential are clustered in the form of a pool that contains the difference pairs. This yields figures which enable reduction of complexity ensuring an effective attack.
The attack which was originally suggested for the SquareBlock Cipher has been generalized into the Square-attack [6] . A plaintext "multiset" which has specific property is meticulously chosen for this attack. Then result is examined after the multiset is propagated over a number of rounds along with it being applied to the algorithm. The performance of the algorithm statistically is revealed by the perseverance of the property that in turn is utilized for revealing key bits.
A high-degree polynomial is used for to model the cipher for the interpolation attack [7] . The key dependent coefficient is then obtained by solving the polynomial. If a low degree compact expression that describes the cipher is available the technique proves to be quite effective.
Even before the designing of AES, the doctrines of interpolation attack, Square attack, truncated differential, linear cryptanalysis, and differential cryptanalysis had already matured. In [8] , it was established by the AES authors that there should not be any differential trail that has a predictable propagation ratio of more than 21-n for the cipher to termed as secured from differential cryptanalysis and there mustn't be linear trail that has correlation coefficient which is more than 2n/2 for a cipher to be secured from linear cryptanalysis. They also demonstrated that that AES fulfills the condition with 8 or more rounds, thus secured from the attacks. Additionally AES is secured from interpolation attack by design, from Square attack with 7 or more rounds, and from truncated differentials 6 or more rounds.
B. Algebraic Attack
It was in 2002 that the Algebraic attack was introduced for the first time in [9] . This technique treats AES as combination of multivariable polynomial-equations across a singular Galois field, with the aim of recovering the key variables by solving these equations. One of the key features of the algebraic attack is the requirement of just one or very few plaintext or ciphertext pair, where an unknown key was used for encryption. It is completely opposite to the standard linear attack on DES, which can be managed on computational level, however the requirement of the pairs from them is about 240 which is unrealistically high. While the algebraic attack can be any danger only in case of the equations are resolvable with a size a couple of thousand equations & variables. We do not have any convincing proof that is reasonable to do such computations, while we know that working on a much smaller set is notoriously difficult.
Kipnis & Shamir [13] , in 1999, were probably the first to draw researchers' attention to a generic strategy where we have a combination of multivariable-polynomials that describe the relationship between different variable, keys and i/o of few cryptographic functions, initially attempt is made to present it in the form of a single univariate-polynomial of an exceptional degree across an extensions field, after that the initial cryptanalytic challenge is reduced into a quadratic equation system, across the extensions field. Relinearization method me be used to attack such system, as they are easy to handle, however a large number of variable are required.
In 2000 Shamir, Patarin, Klimov and Courtois extended it [12] into a technique that can potentially be used to attack AES, it was named the XL algorithm (eXtended-Linearization). This technique utilized linearization for solving combinations of multivariable quadratic-equation. Which was further enhanced in 2002 by Pieprzyk and Courtois [9] to form the eXtendedSparse-Linearization (XSL algorithm). 2 Properties obtained by the cryptanalysis of the huge system of equation were the target of exploitation; first that the system are quite scant and second that they are over-defined. After that we had quite some work done to improve these algorithms, but we also had work done to suggest that these attack were impractical if applied in accordance to the original aims.
The ability of determining a low degree polynomial depiction of the cipher's output is relied upon by the Cube attacks. Once identified, the expression is resolved, by utilizing a smart iterative approach to discover the key bits. Stream ciphers that have LFSR structures are most susceptible to this kind of attack [10] . However, since any algebraic polynomial which describes a decent block-cipher will be quite high degreed for allowing the attack to be successful in comparison to a simple brute force attack searching for a key space, DES and AES are considered invulnerable to the cube attack [11] .
Generally speaking, AES appears to be over-designed in reference to differential and linear cryptanalysis. However, for algebraic attacks it is not so. No one actually has a complete answer as XSL's general design vaguely identifies a particular algorithm to be used, thus leaving a lot for the implementer to decide. As a result we can consider that the special structures of the available quadratic and linear identities were not properly exploited in all failed implementations. Courtois in 2006, described the Courtois Toy Cipher (CTC) & the upgrade towards CTC2, which were attacked in a nice manner by him [17] utilizing the simple algebraic-method. Along with one more paper [16] , he appeared to present a much dangerous and stronger result of attacking block cipher through algebraic-method. Not only that, he delayed the publication of these to reduce possible harm that would result from the quick unforeseen attacks. However, it not turn out to be as apprehended on the other hand it resulted in a notion build up that the algebraic attacks were impractical. Work done recently by Keller and Dunkelman [18] indicate that the algebraic attacks succeeded on a few CTC versions. This does not indicate it to be a powerful attack, but that this technique has special features in terms of cipher design. Thus is interesting to perceive that the Algebraic attack would be successful against the AES, it being algebraically elegant and very structured. Yet, we cannot be very sure that there would be any major improvement in the methods in the recent future.
C. SAT-Solver & Hybrid Attack
The AES or DES block cipher could be presented as an highly complex Boolean expression that involves many variable. The variables are: cipher-text output bit, key-input bits and plain-text input bits. This expression would result in a true value only when the cipher-text bit are equal to the plaintext bit encrypted by the key-bits. A possible way of attacking a block cipher is setting cipher-text and plain-text variable in the expression to their corresponding values of a known plain-text and cipher-text pair, thus discovering values of the key variable that result in the expression to be true. The above is a classic Boolean-satisfiability problem (SAT). For finding solutions to SAT problems computer programs known as "SAT solver" are used. Some of open-source SAT solver of the modern times SAT4J, MiniSat and zChaff. The SAT solvers does not apply a brute force search by utilizing multiple combinations of values of the variables, it rather uses a tentative approach of assigning value to the variable one by one till there is conflict resulting in the Boolean expression to yield a false value. Different values are then assigned to the variables by the SAT solver in order avoid conflict in a backtracking fashion. The approach of backtracking based on the conflict eliminates a large area of the search space and yields results in a lot less time than the use of brute force by the SAT solver.
There were attempts to attack DES, during some studies by use the above mentioned technique. Massaci & Marraro [19] and Massaci [20] found the keys after 3-rounds and 2-rounds DES, respectively. Even though, theoretically, the key can be discovered by the SAT solver after any count of round, which may evenbe to the extent of the complete 16 round of DES, still it takes too long to get the results. One possible; explanation for this is that for the 16 round of DES expression does not result in conflict till values are assigned to most of the unknown key variable. Which results in SAT solver not able to eliminate the search space or most of it and taking almost the same amount of time as the brute force. Even though we do not know of any work that just dumped the AES Boolean expression in the SAT solver, it is not probable that the AES can successfully attacked in this manner.
There can also be a Hybrid attack by combining the SAT solver and other techniques for better results. At [21] , Potlapally et al. informed of a combination of SAT Solver and side-channel attack on the AES, 3DES and DES. It was mentioned that if values of the input & output bits for any of the 10 round on AES was provided by the side channel attack then the SAT-solver can discover the entire 128 bit key. Yet, the actual attack was never carried out nor the assessment, of difficulty that would be faced to find all input & output obtained by using side-channel technique, done, thus it is not known if this hybrid attack is indeed practical.
Bard and Courtois [22] described one more hybrid-attack on DES, which was the combination of SAT-Solver with the algebraic attack. The DES S-boxes were represented by them as a nearly-linear, sparse, and large system of equation in GF (2) . ("Nearly-linear" depicts maximum of 1 nonlinear term in all equations.) They were utilized to make equations hat described the entire cipher for a few round. Then the equation was transformed into a Boolean expression. A subsection of 36 key-bit was then found using the SAT solver, while the rest of the 20 key-bit were fixed. (The key-bit not discovered by the SAT solver could alternatively be discovered through brute force.) Using this technique only in 6 rounds the Key for DES was found.
We again do not have any knowledge for any research that tried the hybrid-attack of SAT-solver & algebraic on AES, but based on the present level of AES advancement it is likely that if done it would be unsuccessful. Even then, we need to keep a watch for this technique, despite being new. As we know that algebraic attack may not be able independently break AES today, yet, there will be improvement in algebraic technique; and the SAT-solver program would also improve; thus a combination of these two technique may finally be a threat for AES. Additionally, as Bard and Courtois pointed out, that the SAT-solver/algebraic attack finds the key from only single known cipher-text & plain-text pair. While the differential and linear cryptanalysis require numerous ciphertext-plaintext pair. As a result it is more likely that the SAT-solver/ algebraic attack is successful, as it is not practically possible for an attacker to gather enough ciphertext/plaintext pair for launching a differential or linear attacks.
D. Side Channel Attack
The side channel attack utilizes info that is leaked out of the cryptosystem because of the loopholes in the system's physical implementation, instead of the cryptographic weakness in the algorithm. Any information extracted from noticeable parameters e.g. variations in acoustic emanations, thermal emanations, electromagnetic radiation, power consumption or timing can form the basis of leaking of the critical data such as key variable or plaintext bits.
A few of these techniques are: fault injection based attack, simple power analysis attack, differential power analysis attack, and timing attacks. The timing analysis capitalizes on the relationship of function's run-time inside the cryptographic device with the sensitive data element under process. Model of the system along with the deviations in the time of execution of the function is used to ascertain sensitive data-bits. Even though, being limited by requirement of precise measurement, yet the timing attack can be very dangerous as can be launched remotely and are non-invasive [23] . DPA (Differential Power Analysis) compromises the the security of cryptographic device by enabling the analysis of the devices' power consumption. SPA (Simple Power Analysis) on the other hand does not need statistical analyzing and hence a simple attack [24] [25] . Cryptographic keys are found by Fault injection based attack through exploiting computational errors [26] [27] . The attacker introduce Computational errors into the cryptographic device through the device being exposed to certain physical effect e.g. providing input that are beyond its specifications(input timing , input levels, clock rate,etc.) excessive temperature, or electromagnetic radiation. A fault model along with the miscomputed result, is used to obtain sensitive data. Some of the other example of side channel attack are electromagnetic emanation-analysis and acoustic attack [28] [29] . Architectural features on the micro level of the AES Software implementation are the subject of the timing attacks in most of the recent development. The cache usage and the secret key correlation is taken advantage of by the Cache based attacks. For a single thread implementation it is done through a direct timing analysis [30] and for a multiprocess environment the attack is done through a dependent coresident process. The "cache collision" attack was described at [31] and it claimed to have recovered the complete key by just utilizing 213 timing sample. The "cache usage" attacks utilized a process with no privileges and is reported at [32] it can retrieve 45.7 bit of the key with just 1 min of timing-data. An alternate method capitalizes on the timing dependency amongst the branch prediction ability which is present in most of the highperformance-micros and secret-keybits [33] , [34] . A successful attack was shown on the RSA algorithm and it was suggested that the symmetric cipher be generalized in future research work at [35] . The attacks can also be applied to any hardware implementation that use the same elements for processing.
Intrusion to the physical system is protected by the sensitive. So we may assume that they are protected from the power analysis attack. Yet, any lacuna in the design of the equipment can lead to remote monitoring of parameters correlating with the power consumption (transmission envelope power and electromagnetic leakage). A monitoring device could be hidden in the machine either during the design or later by someone to monitor the power consumption of the device. Like the timing analysis attack even the power analysis attack exploit the weakness in the AES implementation. Cache usage can be utilized to obtain information related to the secret key as this information is leaked though the power consumption profile. The AES final round is subjected to the "cache trace attack" at [36] . The method of optimized constraints is used to discover the complete key through the power trace of encryption in-between Five to Fifty. We have a lesser complex cache attack was reported as [37] which required 256 traces for deriving the complete key. Any architecture hardened to DPA through 480 traces can be yield the key to a version of these attacks. Breveglieri and Boracchi investigated DPA application against AES's hardware implementation of S-Boxes at [38] . They indicated that the DPA is successful even against the AES's hardened hardware-implementation. We come across one more interesting research that combined the power-analysis technique with the analytical methods. SPA is utilized for detecting the cryptographic collision at [39] . This attack required a small sample base and bypassed the complex statistical tactic. A 128 bit key was revealed by just 40 power measurement through a plaintext attack, as reported by the authors.
Fault injection analysis is another main area of research for the side channel attack on AES implementation [26] . Even though AES is known to be susceptible against fault analysis, yet the cryptosystem should be physically possessed by the attacker and even access to the encrypting device may be required [40] for the attack to be successful. Additionally, the device's "fault model" is required along with reliable means to introduce fault in the target machine without damaging it permanently.
The availability of the fault model is required well in advance before the attack and also detailed knowledge regarding the system's design is required. Even if, sensitive tactical communication is not really threatened by the current level of fault-injection analysis, still the research being done in the field is quick and we can see emergence of practical application outside of the tactical-environment. An AES-based smart card is under powered for inducing setup time violation, as a demonstration of Predictable fault injection at [41] . It demonstrated that ability of reliably inducing faults, which are in compliance with the ARC fault model, without the unit being damaged permanently. The concept presented at [26 and [44] is practically applied at [42] , it demonstrated retrieval of the complete AES 128 key through analysis of 50 cipher-text or less, by fault injection analysis method.
At [32] , we find a summary of quite a few methods of protection against timing attacks. The secret-key data is in strong correlation with the access of memory for look-up tables, for AES. It is sought to eliminate or atleast minimize this correlation by a number of implementations. It is suggested that look-up tables should completely be avoided and the logical implementation of AES be used instead. Alternatively, to eliminate the access of memory and the timing associated with it, the look-up table many be stored not in the memory but only in the registers. A small set or multi-copied table approach is also available, this enables changing access statistics and makes it harder to predict timings, for AES implementations.
Some of the other recommendation for "obfuscating" the memory access timing are :
1. Access of memory is implemented in such a manner that every entry from the concerned tables are read, in a pre-decided order, and only the one required is used. 2. Reading of 1 symbolic element from all of the memory blocks. 3. Shuffling of the memory content after being accessed or sometimes permute the memory and keep the cache locked while permuting.
4. Spurious accesses being added to the pattern of access of memory for adding noise. 5. Random latency or delays added to normalized access timings and thus hiding it. 6. Leakage being prevented by disabling of the simultaneous threads & interrupts during access of memory. 7. The cache capability being disabled.
Techniques for masking algorithms are also present (see Figure 1) . Modification of the AES algorithm done in such a manner that mixing of a "mask" with the plain-text data, is allowed, before encryption or decryption which can be removed at a later stage to give the right results. Through this method the correlation amongst sensitive data and timing measurements can be removed. The mask may be a fixed value, a calculated value or any random value, whereas mixing may be done multiplicatively, or additively, or in a combined manner.
However there would be an impact on performance in all of the methods, even for hardware implementation. For highperformance application, we can minimize the impact by application of counter-measures to only the rounds that may be attacked.
Finally, induction of 7 new AES instruction has been announced by Intel in its newly launched "WestmereTM" processor line. They are designed to calculate the AES keyexpansion-function, decryption and encryption round function in the constant time hardware-implementation. "As instruction don't use look-up tables and are run in data independent time, they eliminate the main cache-based and timing attacks which threaten AES's implementations based on tables." [48] Eliminating of correlation amongst sensitive data and power fluctuations is attempted by countermeasures for power analysis. One powerful scheme is DPA. It is unlikely that a method can provide complete guarantee particularly with software implementation. We have suggestions of cryptographic device being introduced with noise generating circuit and they appear to be a sound countermeasure, yet in real world DPA captures only a few more power traces to overcome the measures.
Research has been done and special standard ASIC cell libraries have been developed that don't display power consumption based on data [46] . An alternate research area is applying the masking scheme based on hardware (Figure 1) . Advantages of this technique is that if it is properly designed then it can lead to security against timing attacks as well as DAP, simultaneously. At [45] , the AES's hardware implementation was successfully masked with the performance dipping by just 40-50%. There are quite a few countermeasures against "fault injection analysis" and they make an attempt at increasing the security of the cryptographic device security through minimizing or eliminating error detection. Most of the successful techniques employ a mechanism to detect errors, with intention of deactivating the cryptographic device in case a specific number errors are detected. This prevents the attacker from gathering enough data for launching a successful attack. We have Research focusing on achieving a balance between the assurance level and performance level while developing the error detection mechanism. Like, [43] and [47] focuses on applying the error detection code to the non-linear and linear algorithmic elements in order to achieve maximum possible coverage. The method provide high assurance levels but as a result performance is impacted considerably. Simple comparison between redundant implementations for detection of faults is suggested at [44] . The basis is that it's not practically possible for the fault injection to induce both of the elements in an identical manner and while comparing the function's output the differences can be detected. It is an effective method. The hardware implementation can be brought about with little or no impact on the performance and the only thing affected here is the cost of the hardware. There are also suggestions from other research works about how to prevent the attacker's attempt to bypass its error detection mechanism.
E. Distinguishing and Related-Keys attack
The chosen plain-text differential attacks have been modified into a related-key attack. Multiple pair of plaintext is chosen by the attacker, with specified differences between each plaintext pair. Now the cipher is used as a black box oracle, and each plain-text is encrypted by 2 keys, with specified difference them (though the keys remain un-known); the attack is named for these related keys. The attacker discovers the unknown keys on the basis of information derived. Even though it is not likely to find related key, if the block cipher was being utilized for the purpose of encryption, however it is likely to find related key when the block cipher was being utilized as fragment of the cryptographic hash functions. The hash functions may then be broken by the related-key attacks. Biryukov et al., in 2009 [49] circulated attack on on fullstrength AES-256 and AES-192 through related-key. Keys were recovered by the attacks with 2119 work for AES256 and 2176 work for AES-192. As the time taken by these attack is less compared to brute force, theoretically AES-256 and AES-192 are broken; but practically the time taken is too much. Yet, in [50] Biryukov et al. presented related-key attack upon lower round variant of AES-256 which can be termed as practical.
The attacker can technically detect absence of randomness in a block cipher under a distinguishing attack; the difference between the behavior of a typical random cipher and the block cipher is distinguished by the attacker. As cryptographic constructions' security, especially for the hash function, is build upon the assumption that that the block ciphers is a typical random cipher, the distinguishing attack raises questions on the construction security.
At [51] , [52] Biryukov et al. released distinguishing related-key attacks on AES-256 that required 2120 time. The distinguishing attacks were developed into key recovery attacks that required 2131 time and 265 memory. And like previously in theory these attacks also break fullstrength AES-256, but not in practice. At [53] Peyrin and Gilbert have reported a distinguishing attack with a known-key on AES-128 which was reduced to 8 round from the previous 10 round; this attack required 248 time and 232 memory and thus seems practical, and yet breaking the almost-full-strength variants of AES.
III. TACTICAL SENSITIVE APPLICATION-A SECURITY SUMMARY
Any development in cryptanalysis is a threat to the Government/sensitive organization from the encryption algorithm perspective. Especially if the research is made public shortly after being conducted. The concern is the advancement of the opponent and under the government /sensitive threat model, intelligence agencies of other countries are the opponent. They have availability of state of the art resources, expertise and no lack of funds. Any piece of information that can give the opponent a political or sensitive advantage is targeted. The standard cost tradeoff cannot be applied as this information is invaluable. We can safely assume that the opponent would not put a cap on the expense limit if the security system of targeted country can be compromised [54] .
Thus, the government/sensitive encryption solution should be able to withstand all possible cryptanalysis methods. The aim of AES design was to make it secured against linear and differential cryptanalysis along with the variations. Thus they do not pose much threats. Even the algebraic attack have not turned out to be practical threats in spite of having good theoretical results. There is a possibility of the Hybrid SAT solver /algebraic attack yielding results, but they still need a lot of research to be done. Even though we do not a clear and imminent threat, yet the approach should be of caution. As the related-keys attack is known to be successful against the AES when it is utilized in a hash function setup and thus not suggested for use in the sensitive applications.
But the case of the Side channel attack is different as the recent research in this filed has made it come out a noteworthy threat and it should be kept in mind of the security applications implementers of the government/ sensitive domains. Also, it is not advisable to have an AES software implementation done with low end processors in the case of applications in sensitive communication. Even though there are measures proposed to counter the side channel attack, yet we are not sure if the low end processors would ever be able to constantly execute and distribute power uniformly [21] . The use of a hardware implementation with uniform power function/constant execution is highly suggested in all possible situations. The designer of the system should take measures to control the inessential information leakage from not just the encryption perspective but all other possible points as well. The physical access to the fielded system and its accessories like headsets and batteries must be limited. As any of them could be utilized by the attacker for gaining access to the system and monitor the parameters for launching an attack.
IV. CONCLUSION
The paper discussed the studies on the advancement of cryptanalysis research on AES. It aimed at identifying specific vulnerabilities and threats against the communication application in the sensitive domain. The threat model of the sensitive presents quite highly equipped opponent and lot more critical conditions faced against the opponent in comparison to any commercial domain.
We demonstrated that that progress is being in the field of cryptanalysis research against AES and it requires a great deal of caution as the major work is being carried out in the public domain. Vulnerabilities of AES against the different side channel attack were also discussed. Yet, if the available countermeasures are applied properly then the weaknesses can be negated at the hardware level. Steady progress is also seen in the alternate techniques like hybrid attack and algebraic attack etc., yet no reported breakthroughs are available. On the basis of the above we can say that the AES will not have the standard life span, which is expected out of an algorithmic suit that has obtained approval for applications of the classified domain (50 years [54] ). As a result it can be stated that AES is not appropriate for being used in the strategic applications that have been classified. But Programmed cryptography is employed at the hardware in the strategic communication equipments. If there is a breakthrough in the public domain, a secure algorithm can be developed relatively faster and the length of vulnerability timeframe would be more dependent on logistic aspects rather than the technical aspects. However, the plan to handle such an inevitable situation is required.
